
Candidinfo is a renowned
PHP web development
company in India that offers
affordable PHP services to its
clients. It is a well-known
company offering services in
the field of website designing,
web applications, content
management solutions, etc.

Candidinfo Offers Best-in-class
Website Redesign Services to
Its Clients at Reasonable Prices
Summary – One of the leading e-commerce solutions providers, Candidinfo is offering best in
class website redesign services to domestic as well as overseas clients at reasonable prices.

Reckoning the intricacies involved in e-commerce in the most comprehensive manner and offering
innovative, feasible yet cost effective solutions has been the defining feature of Candidinfo. As the
veteran in the segment, the e-commerce solution provider with established credentials has
acquired specialization in an array of services that may include but not limited to website designing,
development, hosting and search engine optimization. No wonder, it has garnered a dedicated and
diverse clientèle constituted by individuals and business establishments based not only in India but
in offshore locations as well.  

A senior executive at the Candidinfo in a recent
interview had this to say, “At Candidinfo, we adhere to
the high standards of operational excellence which
reflects in our services. As expected from a leading e-
commerce solution provider, we have the desired
wherewithal to deliver services that comply with the
norms and standards appreciated globally. Our highly
endowed and proficient workforce provides us the
platform upon which the entire edifice of Candidinfo
resides.” 

It is an established fact that availing the services of a
custom website redesign service provider is the way to
go for those who want to reinvent their brand image. That said, Candidinfo takes the prerogative to
offer superior yet cost effective web redesigning services to its clients spread far and wide. The
well-versed professionals at its disposal are proficient in designing websites that are in sync with
latest design trends and follow Web 2.0 standards too. With Candidinfo, the clients can rest assure
that they would receive only the best in class website built around their specific offerings.

With the intent to offer some more insight into the web designing services on offer, the executive
further revealed, “Our prime endeavor is to offer unique, visually appealing and easy to navigate
redesigned websites. We refrain from offering mass market templates or recycled themes.
However, we are not content with designing aesthetic websites; we also make sure that everything
is perfect under the hood too. We keep the code to the minimum and keep track of the latest search



engine algorithms to ensure a crawler friendly site. Over the years, we have worked out many
redesign strategies and reworked websites aimed at giving the desired visibility to the business
establishments.”

Candidinfo is a customer oriented solution provider to the core and is ever willing to walk the extra
mile to cater to the myriads of its diverse clientèle. It has successfully served a bevy of clients from
around the world and across time zones. That said, the e-commerce web development company
has a world class support system in place. Online project management system, phone, chat, mail
and always an expert at the other end. The courteous and ever willing to help support staff offers
the clients the much needed help whenever required. Therefore, one can safely say that Candidinfo
is the place to visit for those who wish to avail superior yet cost effective website redesign services
in India.

About Candidinfo:

Established in 1999, the Noida based, Candidinfo has emerged as a name synonymous with
superior yet cost effective e-commerce solutions. The web development solution provider offers an
array of quality services that include PHP development, web designing, development, search
engine optimization and web hosting. Apart from this, the renowned e-commerce solution provider
also provides best in class custom wordpress design and development services in India.

About the Company:
Candidinfo is a reputed offshore web development services provider in India. The company is
known for providing affordable SEO services in India. Founded in 1999, Candidinfo is committed to
empowering e-businesses and deriving the maximum returns from it. The company holds expertise
in the fields of web designing, development, search engine optimization and web hosting. To know
more about the custom Magento development company India, click here.

Contact Information

Candid Software
A - 82 Sector - 4, 
Noida
201301 
Phone: +91-9953139234
Email: sales(at)candidinfo(dot)com
Website: http://www.candidinfo.com/
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